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Discover a new perspective on life and enjoy the exquisite feeling of luxurious lightness and  

superlative comfort with the Rolf Benz VOLO sofa range. The elegant composition of super-soft  

cushions, a fine covered frame and graceful feet appears to float in the room. Whether as a  

single or a sectional sofa, Rolf Benz VOLO can be perfectly adapted with a range of design  

options to fit personal preferences and has been designed to accommodate flexible living.

Catches the eye. And never lets go.







Rolf Benz VOLO offers a range of options for creating exciting sofa landscapes. The individual  

elements can optionally be free-standing in the room or joined together. Upholstered modules  

without backs or integrated tables also provide visual transparency. The back cushions, with the  

rolls integrated into the lower back area, provide pleasant support and allow especially comfortable  

reclining. As a result, the model’s generous seat depth is perfectly compensated. The optional 

higher back cushions offer exceptional upright seating comfort thanks to a further roll resting 

on the back of the sofa that also provides comfortable support in the upper section.

More space for your ideas.









As a modular and flexible sofa system, Rolf Benz VOLO satisfies discerning demands in terms  

of comfort and, with its Lounge Deluxe upholstered version, is ideal for lovers of a casual look.  

The construction of the Lounge Plus upholstery offers maximum comfort to those who prefer a  

more tranquil surface. The covers for the body, frame, back cushions and back cushion rolls can  

be combined in all-over look or individually with various fabrics and leathers in ‘mix and match’  

style. The metal feet on the sofa, which is available in two seat heights, are offered in fine traffic  

black, umbra grey or modern metallic ochre beige.

Designing comfort.









In the Rolf Benz VOLO comfort range, the connection between the individual feel-good factor and 

practicality is effortlessly appreciable. The Rolf Benz 933 side table, for example, forms the ideal 

add-on, standing to the side of the sofa or as a harmonious in-between element. The Rolf Benz 933 

shelving unit provides an especially practical storage surface on the back or side of the sofa. Both 

versions are available in natural oak, black oak or walnut.

Relaxed interaction.



The elegant Rolf Benz 932 coffee table brings an additional sensory aesthetic to your living room.

The table, available in two sizes, impresses with its finely rounded tabletops which, just like  

Rolf Benz VOLO, exude a lightness that gives it the appearance of floating. The tops are available  

in natural oak, black oak, American walnut or Parsol glass. The striking metal frame can be chosen  

with surfaces in traffic black, umbra grey or ochre beige metallic.

Added lightness.




